
Auto Binary Signals: Review Examining Roger Pierce's "Superhuman" Options Trading 
Software Released

HonestyFirstReviews.com releases a review of Roger Pierce’s Auto Binary Signals, an automated 
binary options trading software.

Auto Binary Signals—which provides binary option trading signals based on Roger Pierce's “top 
secret” trading formula has generated a lot of excitement among options traders. The buzz surrounding 
this product has attracted the interest of Tiffany Hendricks of HonestyFirstReviews.com, prompting 
this investigative review. 

“Binary options can be a very attractive market fort traders at all levels of experience,” says Hendricks. 
“A lot of people, however, can be intimidated given the risks involved.  That’s why, the idea of an 
automated, binary options software that minimizes the risks and increases the potential for success is so 
exciting.  So when I heard about Roger Pierce’s Auto Binary Signals software, I was eager to get the 
chance to review the product.” 

Auto Binary Signals is available online and is compatible with both Windows and Mac computers. 
Once a broker has been chosen, the user watches a webinar, which containing a wealth of information 
on the software and how to use it most effectively. Then, users are introduced to a series of case studies 
and tutorial videos, which serve as a comprehensive introduction on how to utilize the software 
properly to maximize one's potential for successful trading.   

“Our Auto Binary Signals review explains that we were impressed with how easy the software is to 
use,” reports Hendricks. “The system comes with a great deal of training to help beginners learn more 
about binary trading, and not only that, but the software does all the hard work for you so the only thing 
the user needs to be able to do is follow simple instructions. In the end, our review explains that we 
were impressed with this product, overall. The accuracy rate of algorithm combined with the easy-to-
use interface makes this product a smart investment for anyone looking for a new tool to help to 
improve their success with binary options.”  

Those wishing to purchase Auto Binary Signals, or for more information, click here.

Tiffany Hendricks provides reviews of the best trading courses, software and digital training programs 
on her website HonestyFirstReviews.com. Hendricks' complete Auto Binary Signals review is available 
here: http://www.honestyfirstreviews.com/roger-pierces-auto-binary-signals-abs-review

Risk Disclosure: All forms of trading carry a high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors. 
Please read our Risk Disclosure and Affiliate Disclosure Statements here: 
http://www.honestyfirstreviews.com/risk-disclosure/
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